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Involvement... '

The^Center'

by Sue Francis and Pam Brownstein
By Martha Bernard
Since the origination of the Center for Coordinated Studies two and a quarter
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cont'd
receive much feedback from both student opinion polls and research at other
colleges. It is strongly felt by some that for many freshmen the transition to
dorm life is difficult enough as is , and co-ed living might augment this difficulty.
On the other hand, it might also serve as a stabilizer , particularly in relationships with the opposite sex.
As before mentioned, the administration and Trustees are open to new
appraisals of how the residential system can contribute to academic life. The
question of academic value and possible lack thereof is verymuch on the minds
of people involved in ' this issue. Dean Wyman seemed to feel that his experience
at Stanford did not indicate a strong increase in academic performance but
socially it served to eliminate the "panty-raid mentality" which is still , according
to the dean , quite prevalent among some at Colby. However, documented
Stanford research indicates: "1) Students in co-educational residences participate
less in formal , one to one dating, and more in in-formal group ac tivity. They
form relationships other than those based exclusively on sex. 2) They spend as
much time s tudying as do students in single residences , but study more with
members of the opposite sex. 3) They participate more in cultural and community
activities. 4) Manners and appearances improve. The noise level is lower, there
is less destruc tion in the building, and the level of conversation is higher. "
(from "Better Coed than Dead?" Readers Digest , 94-.41-2, Feb. , 1969). In
reference to the same question , Dean Haye s of Jack son College , says "Coed
dorms will be better just as coed classes are better - more stimulating, intellectually livelier " (Coed Dormj ^AnJnttn^^
report by K. Thorsen, Lif e 69:32 -41, Nov. 20, 1970). Her recent survey of
seven universities with co-educational housing reveals: "Co-ed ucational living
doe s, indeed , have strong educational value. "
Another argument is that of risks to psychological, emotional , and physical
health , with die proximi ty of members of the opposite sex and the potential
increase in sexual relationships. It was stated in the report to the Board in June
of last year that it was "unwise to create a situation which will increase the risk
for some wi thout significant compensating values. " Again, the Stanford study
concerning co-ed dorms "strongly suggests that individual behavior patterns and
standards remain the same. There also appears to be little sexual activity among
men and women in the same residence, and the smaller the residence , the less
sex. " Further, Bill Mclleath, Assistant Admissions Director at Oberlin says,
"the easy relationship between sexes (in co-ed dorms) is essential to the students '
well being. " Dr. Joseph Katz , executive director of the Institute of Human
Problems at Stanford stated , "Quite simply, these students tend to form deep,
intimate brother-sister type attachments. Their romantic relationships are
more often carried on outside their own houses. They find that you cannot treat
the people you love as mere sex objects. " (from "Coeducation: the Walls are
Tumbling Down, " R. Tunley, 111. Seventeen , 28:114-15). Here at Colby, the
May '71 poll included the question , "Does co-educational living increas e the
number of sexual relationships that would not have otherwise occured?" , to
which only 18% (117) answered yes , 64% (415) no, and 18% (117) held no opinion.
As for the existing situation on campus , Dean Wyman commented on what he
considered to be the two most successful living unit structures at present, namely,
the fraternities and the Center for Coordinated Studies. In both cases , success
is attributed to a unifying bond and common interests. The CCS exemplifies
the success of small living units - communities in the form of the academic
clusters. If co-ed living were to be accepted by the Boaad of Trustees , many
feel as the CCS proposal suggests that the "living-learning " experience in the
Center would be of even greater value. This argument, of course , can be carried
to the rest of the campus as well. Sexually segregated dorms might not be able
to concentrate on academics in that the students , though unified in the structural
learning experience, (ie, the lecture, seminar, etc.), cannot continue this
pursui t to the fullest because academics and living are separate entities.
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The seminar set-up was criticized by some freshman who Mt that "it was
more like a chance for teachers to have a discussion. " One student enrolled in
East Asian Studies commented that the courses weren 'tcoordinatedbecause "the
teachers don 't like each other. " To her chagrin , the coordination seminar has
been dropped from the program for this reason and not due to lack of student
interest. Other freshmen said that their seminars Were improving as tho year
progressed and as they were acquiring a knowledge of the subject.
Peter Westervelt, faculty m ember of the Center , noted that in the Man and
Society cluster , in which students are taking a "beginning discipline " like sociology, "it takes a while for students to get enough of a base to talk from. " Some
freshmen felt disappointed im the Center, "because people give nebulous ideas
of what it' s supposed*.© be. " In certain cases this vagueness was so acute that
one freshman said , "I haven 't found out what program I' m in yet. "
Mr. Koonce , head of CCS, stressed that the Center has not become complacent, but rather that it is just beginning to feel a rhyth m that accompanies each
new class. After about six we_eks , everyone becomes acquainted; the "machinerv is now manned and in motion. " The decision-making group, the Steering
Committee , composed of nineteen people (fifteen of which are students ancl four
faculty and administration) is now coming to grips with the major problems ancl
is trying to fulfill the objectives. To Mr. Koonce the main questions are : how
can a student better attend to education - society and intellectual life-on his own?
how can the Center provide better answers ?
Tho CCS was designed for built-in change. For example the programs offered
each year reflect a change in student sentiment. Ono of this year 's programs ,
Man and Nature , is an outgrowth of last year 's Man ancl Society cluster which was
not totally successful. Prof. Westervelt commented that because tho emphasis
on ancient society was too much for tho general student, the classics • input has
been reduced to one-third of the coux-se , . Mr. Koonce said that they hover know
which programs will bo continued; tho programs aro constantly being re-evnluated.
Because the faculty are fully committed to other things ,- thero sometimes isnot enough staff to continue some of the programs. Presently , there aro programs In Man and Society, Man and Nature , Bilingual Studios , East Asian Studios ,
and two sophomore programs in Medieval Studies. If there is no great interes t
in ono program., then tho program will bo changed according to faculty and students. Mr. Jacobean of the Education Department is planning to help with some
programs in the near future.
As change is such a fundamental aspect of the Center , nothing Is mandatory .
If a student decides to leave tho Center second semester, thero Is no embarnssmont ; everything is ,flexible. In fact Westervelt fools that this flexibility is essential to the Center. To him , tho "role of tho Center is to do special things
while reinforcing the rest of tho college. "
Tho Center as a living ancl learning experiment has many advantages. Tho
Freshman finds himself more easily Involved with people. The CCS reinforces

According to Dean Wyman there seem to be two ways we could now possibly
go i) a "hotel system" in which the only original common ground is the residential hall itself , or 2) a system under which "residents provide support and
embellish academic programs. " It would seem logical to conclude from
discussions of the need for a sense of community and from the Center and its
proposal that it is this second possibility that is being opted for at the present
time.
The geographical location, too, seems to be of some importance. George
Langer , Dean of Students at Oberlin College made the following statement,
which, in many ways could be applied to Colby. He said , "Our students are
isolated here at Oberlin. That makes the campus living arrangements important
We want to put people together long enough and often enough to make a difference
for each one. We think the quality of student life is so much more vital and
better than before. " (from "Coed Dorms, an Intimate Revolution in Campus
Life. ")
Perhaps , one of the final and somewhat more philosophic questions to be
considered is that of the objectives of a liberal arts college. One of the students
on the Student Affair s Committee raised the point that it is' the obligation of a
liberal arts college to prepare students for life in the outside world. This can
be long deba t ed , both in philosophic and practical terms. However, Dr. Katz of
Stanford states: "Coed housing is one of the best things college s can provide to
foster in students the ability to make good relationships and good marriages.
Coed living may even have some effect in deterring early marriage . Because
these young poeple learn that a successful relationship depends upon having
one 's individual identity, they won 't have the old romantic ideas about marriage
as a solution to their identity problems. And when they marry it will be with
more understanding and maturity. " (from "Coeducation: the Walls are Tumbling
Down").
The Board of Trustees recognizes the importance of this issue, since it will
have far-reaching effects on all Colby students. Hopefully, the January meeting
of the Board will decide the issue one way or another. Meanwhile , the Committee
on Student Affairs urges all students to fill out the upcoming opinion poll, and to
present any suggestions and comments to the student members of the committee:
Fran Gates, Wayne Brown, and Peter Amato .

Death surprising a pair of lovers

intellectual circumstances by making it easier to express one ' s feelings about
college. One drawback , according to Koonce , is that the Center can function as
a perpetuation of a somewhat protective atmosphere, where students amy retreat
from pressures found elsewhere. Westervelt stated that the CCS should not consider itself a "separate entity, " but felt it ."terribl y important" that it functions
in the context of the College as a whole. "
The opportunities found in the Center for intensifying educational experience
are there and being used , according to Koonce. Unfortunately , with the exception
of tho sophomore program of Medieval Studies , these opportu nities are only
open to freshmen. Westervelt commented that since sophomores are suddenly
"strapped with requirements" and branch out into so many different areas , coordination is difficult. He suggested that correlation on a senior level would be
feasible.
Tho value of the Center to each student depends on the student himself. It can
be of value to what Mr. Koonce terms "students who can 't be identified but who
can Identify themselves. " Students with a need for dissociation or anonymity
s hould not bo part of the Center.
In its two and a quarter years of existence , opinions of tho CCS in the eyes of
the rest of tho school have had time to coalesce '. In the beginning, adverse opinions emanated for the most part from fraternities who were losing their source
of brothers. There is now much less student suspicion , although Foss-Woodman
is sometimes incorrectly stereotyped as the homo of tho freaks of Colby College.
Mr. Koonce assorts that tho Center has all types of students, There has also
been some misunderstanding, on the part of the faculty. Some oi this may bo
due to the fact that the Center does not do an adequate job of communicating to the
rest of the school , therefore creating apprehensions.
Koonce also commented on tho general climate and reactions of students in
tho CCS. "Students recognize that tho Center has a beginning ancl that wo haven 't
achieved as much as we should be achieving. Considerable effort is 'needod to get
it all together ancl focus tho energies. " He added that an overwhelming number
of students have benefitted from the Center experience. ,' Both ) he and Westervelt agreed that more positive attitudes aro apparent this year. Mr, Koonce
also noted that tho CCS Is trying to do something It does not as yet know .how to
do. The faculty members must be much more sensitive to tho students ' needs
(which may or may not bo tho needs noxt year) . Only tho objectives and the
materials stay tho same.
Change as Mr. Koonoo soos it comes in tho CCS not from a sense of dissatisfaction , but from missed opportunities , creating bettor circumstances to catch
those missed for some students. This means developing an in-depth experience
which can only bo accomplished , in an atmosphere of trust. In light of tho fact
that tho CCS grow up during troubles at Colby, Koonoo finds it remarkable
that the Center has gone this far - and ho would hate to see It flounder. But , ho
emphasized , tho Center will exist, only as long as thoro is a continuing interest
on tho part of tho students.
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for example, an internship porgram , or an extended
off-campus independent study project , or credit for
extra-curricular and other more experi mental types
of activities.
2) This requirement is basically the same as the
one above, except ther e would be 96 r egular ly scheduled
credit hours and 24 student determined credit hours .
3) The requirement would be two years in residence
with one of those being the senior year and 120 semester
hours with augmented credit assigned to upper-division
courses.
There are varied opinions among the members of
the EPC sub-committee which drew up these proposals.
Cha r les Hogan , representing Student Government on
this issue, says that it seems as though the views of
most students are no longer being considered with the
elimination of proposals for 105 credit hours from
further debate. Although Charlie agrees that some
change is needed , he would like first to have determined
a philosophy of Colby education - that is to decide what
a Colby degree means and what is necessary to earn it.
Until this study is made, any arguments . for change cannot truly be valid. Although some changes have been
effected in the past few years, Hogan calls them
"patchwork. " Nothing concrete can be done until Colby
evaluates its purpose. This would justify remaining
at our present requirements rather than returning to
the old 120-hour system.
Dean Jen son, Chairman of the sub-committee,
agrees that Colby needs to re-evaluate its philosophy,
but , he says, "You can 't do everything first. " Unlike
Hogan , he would p r efe r to see the cha nges made tha t
are necessary, seeing no more justification for reI by Cathy McGengle
maining at 105 than for changing to 120 in some form
|
It seems clear that within the next year Colby College or another . And he doesn ' t consider changing to 120
I will once again require that a student complete 120
credi t hours as a reversion to the old system , but
I credit hours of study in order to graduate . At its last
r athe r as an adva nce , an improvement. Either the
i meeting, the Educational Policy Committee voted to
105+15 or the 96+24 proposal will provide students
| have further debate on only three proposals, each
with everything they are asking for , according to
refex-ring to 120 credit hours in some form or another.
Dean Jenson; there would be flexibility, student choice ,
I Th e th r ee p r oposals ar e as f ollow s:
and unlimited opportunity for experimentation. A
1) Two years in residence with one being Senior
j
basic assumption of the 105 credit-hour system was
i year would be required. In addition, 105 graded semapparently that students would probably take more
[ ester hours and 15 student-determined credit hours
courses anyway and that professors would be able to
j would be required. The limits of acceptable work within enrich their three credit courses. This seems to be
the 15 hours must be decided upon by the EPC and then
I
failing, in the view of the EPC . Students are graduating
the faculty. There are several options for the 15 student
with
the "minimum as the norm , " and as far as Dean
determined hours; i.e. 15 hours of additional course
Jenson
can see, no professors feel that they have
work, either graded or pass/fail , or 15 hours of credit
significantly
enriched their courses .
i
for work done in non-regularly scheduled course work,
Professor John Suth erland , Chairman of the

bix ler e x p a n d

by Tim Quinn
Colby Is in the process of planning the addition of
a new studio-gallery complex to Bixler. This add^ 'o,
ition is much needed , given the amazing increase in
the number of students enrolled in art and music
courses.
This is a splendid day for the art department , who
began with their offices in an attic , with exhibitions
confined to tho lobby of Miller Library. The one art
classroom , which was designed for thirty students ,
currently holds thirty-five to forty . The art- music
library is much too small to meet the demands of both
departments , and the present gallery cannot display
tho entire permanent collection at ono timo.
The now addition and the reapportionment of the
space within Bixler should rectify thoso problems most
pleasantly . Personally, I find the prospwefc of the
new wing most exciting. It will not reflect the nooGeorgian stylo of tho rest of tho campus , fortunately,
but still will bo linked to the surrounding buildings by
tho traditional Colby brick.
The department was originally allocated $600 , 000
for the new addition. Thoir choice of tho firm of Johnson-Horvod t was influenced by tho firm ' s treatment
of space as demonstrated in the Plymouth Elementary
School ancl Area High School in Plymouth, New Hampshire , and in tho addition to the Museum of Science ,
Boston. Mr, Carpenter , head of tho art department ,
visited those buildings with the late Mr. Whalon of
Buildings and Grounds , and was much impressed.

s

Most Important, the firm is especially competent in
the handling of displays.
Given tho requirements , die firm presented two
plans with a pOO , 000 difference between them. The
model in Bixler is of the second plan and tho expected
cost is in tlie neighborhood of $900 , 000. Everyone
was excited by this second plan, but the Board of
Trustees issued a challenge to Mr. Turner ( VicePresident for Development) to come up with the difference. He did just that in a whirlwind campaign
between April and October.
Tlio new addition will consist of three major parts:
1. a new lobby connecting the old building; 2. a gallery
to tho norm; 3, a sculpture , painting and design studio
to tho south .* Three outdoor sculpture courts will enhance the main entrance lobby. It Is very interesting
how the gallery and studios have boon separated , thus
making it possible for each wing to bo used solely
according to its function,
Tho north wing is designed specifically as a gallery
It will triple tho existing exhibition and storage areas,
Tho roof has a system of skylights , designed to diffuse ligh t onto the exhibition walls. The gallery will
have two levels , thus, enabling both single and twostory exhibitions. Tho main entrance will extend <
from the lobby onto dho top floor. "The interior
of tho gallery will bo fully carpeted and will havo a
high degree of finish and a very flexible artificial
lighting system to allow groat versatility and display.
(Spectrum Horizons)".

English Department and a member of the EPC
sub-committee, also supported the need for change.
Unlike Hogan , who feels the students ' wishes are
being disregarded on this issue, and unlike Dean
Jenson, who said that students ' wishes were in fact
being heard , but had unfortunately been voted down,
Sutherland maintains that 105 credit hours are still
theoretically under consideration , seeing that any new
proposals must be compared to the present system.
He also states that in essence, an evaluation of Colby
education is taking place by the mere-fac t that we
are recognizing a need for change. The proposal for
105 regular hours plus 15 student determined hours
seems to be promising says Sutherland, if the 15 hours
are kept open to wide student choice.
It is obvious that there exists a divergence of
opinion among members of the committee. However ,
Dean Jenson remarked, in a representative democracy
this is always a problem. But he feels that by and
large, the views of most members of the Colby
community are being represented.
Fr om her e , a study will be made by the EPC on the
three proposals. It will then be presented to the faculty
for a vote. Professor Sutherland says the proceedings
won 't go too fast; there will be an effort to keep the
students and faculty aware of any developments. As far
as implementing the final decision, which will most
likely be 120 credit hours in some form , the r e can be
only speculation. Jenson assumed ;it would apply to
the class of 1976; Sutherland felt that the shift would
take place fairly and gradually, perhaps beginning with
next year 's f r eshmen , Nevertheless , Colby will almost
surely require 120 credit hours of work in the near
future.
A major change is being made without a
prior uniform understanding of Colby education. At
the end of their proposals there was a recommendation
from the EPC sub-committee that the college engage
in a thorough study of its objec tives and educational
philosophy and that this analysis be given top priority
by the college. This would seem to indicate that such
a study is considered by many to be more important
than effecting immediate change, especially considering
that student views are apparently being virtually
disregarded as the proposals now stand. It is clear that
despite the cries for re-evaluation , the EPC will
proceed with its consideration of 120 credit hours.
Soon we will have a new system , and probably tlie
same confusion as to what it means.
The studio complex is great cause for j oy-doubling
the facilities for instruction in painting, design , and
metal and wood sculpture. The sloping glass roof
will allow sunlight to flood the three studio levels.
The interior is very simple so that the students ' creativity will not be inhibited. The three levels will be:
1. the bottom floor wood and metal sculpture studio
whose southern third has aheightof two stories;
2. the center level, the new painting studio, which
will be entered from the new lobby; 3. the top level,
giving additional spac e for painting, drawing, and
design. Mr , Carpenter indicated that the sculpture
courtyard between the gallery and studios may be
partially heated-just enough to keep it snow-free year
round. ¦
The spac e in Bixler will be re-divided. The divisions , however , are still being Jecided and the model
in Bixler is no longer a completely accurate plan.
Contrary to the model in Bixler ,. the present drawing
and design studio will become tlie new music library .
The present art-music library will become the artmusic seminar room. The arcade will be glassed in
and heated , providing a pleasant walk-way between
tlie old and new , and part of the present art classroom
will be converted to part of the arcade thru-way .
The old gallery will become a new art-music classroom with a greater capacity than the old classroom,
which will be converted into faculty offices . The music
department chairman ' s office will move downstairs
to the present office of. the chairman of the art department , thus freeing additional space upstairs for
music. The museum director will no longer bo forced
to operate out of a closet; part of the old gallery will
become his now office.
I would stress that nothing has been finalized to the
nth degree. The architect has been asked to re-examlno the slope of the glass studio roof , which might not
be steep enough for the amount of snow expected. The
roof of tho gallery also is being re-examined because
the space between tho skylights could bo a snow trap,
Mr. Carpenter had some definite Ideas on the subject and said research was still going on.
No effective date has been sot for beginning/ work
on the wing. Tho faot that tho plan is more expensive
than anticipated may sat schedules back a year. , Mr.
Carpenter was extrememly reluctant to give any
prospective completion date.
On tho whole, everyone seoms extremely happy
with tho plans for tho new wing- especially thoso concerned with art. Being a boliovor in tho conservativeconspiracy theory, I expected ,tlio conservative elements
to be displeased with an outright display of modernity
in the midst of this noo-Goorgian garden. The now-f
dorms woro neatly hidden , but thero is no hiding tlils,
fortunately,

r
Folksinger Phil Ochs once defined' a liberal as
someone who is "ten degrees to the left of center in
good times, ten degrees to the right of center when
it affects them personally. " Student Government certainly displayed its liberal tendencies Monday night
when it voted to reverse its stand and support the
presence of Air Force ROTC on the Colby campus in
its present form. We deplore Student Government' s
decision, not only because we oppose the presenc e of
ROTC on campus , but also because the reasoning behind the vote was totally hypocritical and without principle
There exist rational and convincing arguments against
ROTC, and these arguments are based on grounds of
educational philosophy, not of individual morality or
emotion. We believe that there is no room in a liberal
arts college for an alien institution such as ROTC. The
ROTC program is designed to produce officers in the
United States Air Force , not educated men in the liberal
arts tradition. These and other arguments have been
clearly and eloquently presented in the pas t, and indeed
were presented at the Student Government meeting by
some members , but most Stu-G representatives apparently felt that educational philosophy became irrelevant when the draft law changed.
Certainly one can sympathize with those Freshman
men presently in danger of being drafted out of school,
but the solution to the problem lies not in reenstatement
of the ROTC program , but rather in work for the abolition of the draft. In addition , Student Government J_jg
could have assisted the endangered Freshmen by providing improved draft counselling for them, in order
that they can remain in school without being coerced
into ROTC.
The abandonment of what we believe to be some of
the basic tenets of the liberal arts college in favor
of temporary expedienc y shows quite unbelievable
shortsightedness. Such ac tion only gives the Nixons
of America reassurence in their conviction that the
student movement of 1965-70 was motivated solely by
self-interest; a simple gut fear of being killed, and
was devoid* of any philosophical base. We would have
hoped for something more.

Letters:
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The issue of coed dorms is at long last reawakening
For a number of years now, there has been strong
student support for coed dorms , reflected most substantially in a poll taken last May, and in the Averill
and Roberts proposals to the Rights and Rules Committee two and a half years ago. The article on coed
dorms summarizes the results of last spring' s poll ,
and we urge that this strong suppor t be reflected in
a Trustee decision to encourage variou s forms of
coed living here.
It goes without saying, of course, that suitable
provisions should be made for the minority who prefer to live in sexually segregated living units. But
for the vast majority who we think would prefer
coeducational living quarters , it is suggested that
both arrangements mentioned in the article be instituted: alternationg by floors , and a "hotel arrangement".
We feel that there has been a sufficient passage of
years since tho first coed dormitory experiements
across the nation so that Colby needn 't worry about
going off the radical deep end by instituting coed
living units here. And further delay will leave Colby
stagnating in terms of the social aspect of a student' s
educational experience.
The college will possibly try to compromise by
promising an alter nating-floor experiment for either
next year or the following year. We urge that such
tendencies toward delay and equivocation be thoroughly
repudiated by all members of the Colb y community ;
that the college "experiment ", begin next fall , with
the coeducationalizing of as many living units as
thero are students who want to live in them. Thoso
coed units should include both alternating-floor and
"hote l" typo arrangements ; and all four classes
shou ld be given as much freedom of choice as possible In selecting living arrangements consistent
with individual preferences (recognizing ,that the
college cannot accept coed situations in individual
rooms ), The college might prepare appropr i ate
blocks of each type of living unit according to surveys taken each spring, both of incoming froshmoii
ancl of returning upperchalssmon. Ancl we very
strongly urge all students who agree with this to Q
Our
Ur
reflect the ir positions in the upcoming opinion poll,

"HOGAN'S HEROES"

To the Editor:
That was a fine and understanding voice Miss Kathy
McGerigle wrote for last week 's Echo. In accompaniment with the couple of other pieces about Dick Gregory, there were provided many-faceted slants about
tho thought and mannerisms of this political leader.
I liked greatly both the zest and the affection of
tone with which she wrote. More, much that she
wrote. More, much that she expressed was literate
and accurate, Not at all that one can readily label
anything alleged by our Dick, so chameleon a fellow
to be "accurate ". His coming was touching. I wonder
how long we can remember His Presence, given
the daily hurly-burly.
. .hope that Miss McGerigle and others of her class
may find occasion to write up pieces of similar magnitude . That quality does something, however intangible, for our morale as a community. Not that we
dare to become self-conscious about it.
Yours truly,
Prof. David Brldgmnn
To the Editor:
Why aren 't there better sailing facilities at Colby?
Colby has 3 barely usable 11 foot Tech dinghies and ono
that is unusable, all are on tho ground at tho COC lodge at
Great Pond . There is also a small shed and cottage; both
buildings are sorely in need of repair.
In order to make the facility safe nnd usablo, tho following
would hnvo to bo donoi
1) Tho Jock should bo repaired for safe landing of boats
nnd floating docks should bo built.
2) A place is needed where the boats could bo stored during
the winter, There Is a largo shelter , con sisting of a roof
su pported by heavy wooden beams , which would mako an
excellent storage shod with tho addition of walls.
3) Tho present shod , which is too small , should bo made
Into a repair shop with tho necessary tool s for fixing
fiberglass boats,
4) Thoro Is no motor launch, making rescue Impossible
In tho ovont of a onpsizo, A minor mishap could end
in disaster bocauso thoro Is nobody thoro to hol p, Tho
college Is liable for accidents , which oan easily happen
under
un der thoso conditions. If Colby Is to hnvo a sailing
facility it should bo properly maintained and supervised ,
D) An attendant should bo on duty, who would repair bonis,
tow capsized boats to shore , and toooh sailing,
6) Before any person is allowed to sail , ho should show
ovldonoo of swimming ability. Otherwise ho should
wonr n llfojaokot while sailing.
In making n requestJo r bailor facilities,- wo nro spanking
for n su bstantial numbor of 'Colby students , many of whom
aomo from Long Island and tho oonstnl nrons of Now England
whore thoy hnvo become interested In sailing, There woro
over 3G pooplo nt n mooting hold In September to Introduce
people to tho Sailing Club, A numbor of others havo nskod
how lo got to Groat Pond or how to enter Now England fntoroolloglnto Sailing Association moos, VVo hnvo entered four
of thoso races this fall nnd shown that wo can compote with
tho best,
Tho Improvements wo propose would not put any further
Btvn ln on tho Stu-G budget, Funds Cor such a project would
bo raised ,by an appeal to tho alumni. Other schools havo
boon suaoassful with this method nnd we're sut'o It would
Don GUI
work hero.
Sailing Tonm Cnptnin
Prof , Michael J. DoSlsto
Faculty Adv isor
making
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Nixon
and
China

Mr. Rocks tein
by Edward D. Rockstein
Instructor of Japanese
The Ni xon game plan for U. S. diplomatic relations is one of the most fantastically conceived and executed coups of recent years. Mr. Nixon has finally
learned how to have his foes lean so hard against him that they topple over when
he shifts his weight.
There are many examples of his new philosophy in other sectors of national
administration. Mr. Nixon finally adopted , fo r exa mple , the various points of
the severest critics of his marvelously ill-conceived economics (except from

The New Supreme Court
Copyright 1971 by Leon- Friedman
What is the United States Supreme Court likely to do in the coming year?
The appointment of Lewis R. Powell' Jr. and William H. Rehnquist to the Court
would add two more law-and-order Justices to the previous Nixon selections
(Burger and Blackmun). With the continued presence of Justices Stewart and
White - two more or less conservative holdovers from the Warren Era - it
appears that the nation will be faced with a six-to-three conservative majority
for the foreseeable future.
With only three liberal members left (Douglas , Marshall and Brennan) how
much of a retreat from the landmark decisions of the Warren Court are we
likely to see ? The answer is: not too much.
The most important decisions of the Warren Court - in reapportionment , the
granting of the right to couns el in the courtroom ( the Gideon case ) ancl at the
police station (Miranda) , the application of stricter safeguards on tlie police ,
. and the great civil rights advances - are not likely to be distrubed. They have
b ecome institutionalized , woven into the fabric of government or criminal procedure by state laws, lower court decisions , administrative rulings , ancl the
expectations of millions of affected citizens. Judges who would try to reverse
the important rulings of the Warren Court would be the radical revolutionaries
at this point , and it is unlikely that any severe reversal would be acceptable
to such moderates as Stewart and White.
But the momentum of the liberalizing decisions of the Warren Court will
probably be stopped. The important Court rulings of the last ten years created
pressure to carry these decisions to the limits of their logics If counsel Is
necessary in a felony case, why not in misdemeanor cases or where petty
offenses are involved?
If warrants are necessary before wiretaps can be installed in criminal cases ,
why not also In national security cases ?
If state residency requirements are unconstitutional in welfare cases , why
not In election cases also?
If the state cannot punish the private possession of obscene material , should
n 't private citizens be free to Import such material from abroad ?
The Warren Court would undoubtedly have extended its landmark rulings to

Amnesty for Registers ?
There arc at least 70 , 000 , and some say as many as , 100, 000 , young American
men in Canada , men who have quit the military or refused the draft . Many of them
have been j oined there by wives and sweethearts , and some have children. Thero
are hundreds of other American men scattered about tho world , also in flight from
the military. Some 500 men are held in tho federal prisons for resisting tho draft ,
and about 3, 000 have already finished their terms , branded for life as felons. At
least 5, 000 men are now in military stockades, hero or abroad , for offenses committed against the military ' s code, and another 4, 500 are confined while awaiting
trial. And thousands of men havo beenrfor one reason or another, dishonorably
{or lose than honorably) discharged during these long, anguished years of tho Vietnam War,
Those men aye all young, many of thorn still in thoir toons; most have probably
nover voted In a federal election. Thoir lives havo been deeply afl'octed by a war
which was not of thoir making, ono which — wo feel sure — tho overwhelming majority of this nation wish we had nover begun and pray may quickly and. So deeply
folt is the revulsion against this war , that tho air is full of charges ancl countercharges as to who was to blame for It.

the big business point of view) in a twisted and bias ed mutation causing the critics to scream about what Mr. Nixon could infer were their own ideas. They
now appear to be "sour grapes " although in reality the wolf has just changed into
sheep 's clothing.
Perhaps it is the philosophical influence of the Robert Welch 's of this" world
that . opened Mr. Nixon 's eyes to the marvelous efficacy of reversal tactics.
Whatever the source, the results are smashing.
Mr. Nixon has laid a solid foundation for bringing down the United Nations
over the last few years and he has made it appear that his strongest critics in
the Senate were to blame. The truth of the matter is that either he is the most
ruthless manipulator that the White House has ever housed or the most incompetent.
One of the keynotes of Mr. Nixon ' s selections for high administrative office
has been look-alike mediocrity and so no one noticed, too much when another
f aceless , nameless amateur was slipped into the position of Ambassador to the
United Nations. Nor was it foreseen in most circles that part of the alibi in the
UN-China fiasco would later be Ambassador Bush's "inexperienced but good college try. "
Now the blame has gone out and fallen upon the "little nations " of the world
and foreign aid has suffered as a result. A careful look at the voting in the UN ,
on the other har_d, reveals a clear pattern that must indicate that either President Nixon wanted Taiwan out or that he has led the US to such a state that our
allies in the major nation category have deserted us en masse.
I feel that the Senate would do well to restore the foreign aid bill and dismantle NATO. Of the NATO nations in the UN .Belgium, Canada , Denma rk , France ,
Gr eece , Iceland , Italy, Netherlands , Norway, Portugal, Turkey , and the United
Kingdom voted against the US , leaving only Luxembourg weakly abstaining.
Not one of our great NATO allies stood by us.
To m e , the writing is on the wall ... our friends are in the Far East. I hope
that-Mr. Nixon won 't completely alienate Korea and Japan. We need each other.
I'm reminded of the old Buddhist tale about the abbot and the novice. One day
at a famous temple a novice was busily sweeping dust out of the temple. He
was quite near the large image of Buddha in the main hall. Just then the abbot
passed by him and s topped jus t in front of the image, cleared his throat and spit
in the face of Buddha. The novice was horrified and inquired, "Why did you
spi t in the face of our Holy Lord , Buddh a?"
The abbot replied , mystically, " Where can one spit that is not in the face of
Buddha? "
The novice thought a moment and said, "Out the door for openers. "
a- host of new situations , rounding out the contours of the decisions and giving
them a more rational shape and structure. But the new Justices are not likely
to extend the cases one whit beyond their minimal holdings and may well chip
them away at the edges wherever possible.
In fac t, the Court has already handed down an important case during the
last term eroding the Miranda principle - the Supreme Court permitted the
prosecution to use inconsistent statements made by a defendant to the police
to impeach his credibility at trial , even though he had not been given a proper
Miranda warning by the police.
In the new Court term , certain decisions are likely in cases pending before
the Court:
Death Penalty - The Court will probably uphold the constitutionality of the
death penalty against a claim that it is a "cruel ancl unusual punishment " forbidden by the Eighth Amendment.
Abortions - The Court will probably permit state to continue to punish abor
tions.
Prisoner Rights - The Court will probably permit wardens and other
prison officials to impose summary punishment (such as solitary confinement)
on prisoners without any type of due process hearing. However, restrictions
on a prisoner 's access to reading ancl legal materials will most likely be
struck down.
Appointment of Counsel - The Court will probably not require counsel to
be appointed in misdemeanor cases; however, the Court will probably require
counsel to be , appointed at important preliminary hearings but not for identi fication line-ups.
Immunity - The question of whether full Fifth Amendment immunity is required when any witness appears before a grand jury will be heard by the
Court. Justices Stewart and White have voted at various times for wide protection against self-incrimination, and the question Is a close one.
Wiretaps - Whether the federal government can tap the phones of suspected
subversives in national security cases is another close question before tho
Court. Justice Stewart has been a strong advocate of the need for securing
judicial warrants in all cases. William Rehnquist, however , has been intimately involved in the present Justice Department policy of not securing
warrants; he may have to excuse himself from those cases , and a more liberal
rule may, then , emerge.
Loon Friedman, a New York attorney , is author of The Wise Minority (Dial
Press 1971). He is Associate Director of a bar association Special Committee
on Courtroom Conduct.
While men of our generation dispute blamo, the burden of our mistakes will bo
their life-long inheritance. Aro they alone to bear legal responsibility for the war ,
and all its events ?
We sayi Let them go and let their records bo made clean . Let go those who refused to figh t a war that wo as a nation have come to detest and to boliove wrongly
fought. Let go thoso who ran afoul of military law during a war which many think
is itself illegal. Erase the taint on the good name and careers of young men with
war-connected prison sentences or less than honorable discharges.
Mon who may havo violated tho laws of other countries may havo to answer to
those courts. Men who may have violated the civil laws of our country should answer
to our courts.
But let thoro be no legal recriminations among ourselves for the fighting or tho
refusing to fight this war. The healing and reconciliation of tho nation , its redirection toward peace with itself , will be difficult enough. It will be folly to make It
* »
even harder by exacting heavy legal penalties from these young men.
We bellovo and urge that those many thousands gone to Canada and elsewhere
should be allowed to return freed of any legal impediments and invited to share here
the opportunities ancl responsibilities of building a better nation.
The alternative would bo a class of political exiles, haunting us for decade after
decade. If there is statesmanship loft among us , we will move now to prevent that
grim prospect.
We recognize that what we propose might be a de-facto repeal of the draft, /y. to
that (and setting to one sido for now the morality and cons titutionality of a draft for
¦
;
—¦—
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Development
Edward H. Turner - Vice President for

t :$27,Q8D,GBD's
Endowmen

by Rick Gawthrop
As President Strider points out in "Mule Kicks",
fund-raising at Colby necessarily requires a team
effort. Like many other teams here at Colby the labors
of the fund-raising team often are unappreciated by
the student body. This unawareness is too bad for the
quality of education at a liberal arts college like Colby
depends to a large extent on the ability of this unit to
procure a sufficient supply of funds.
The college has engaged in almost continous fundraising over the past 40 years, which has enabled it
to undergo enormous growth as well as to move to a
brand-new physical plant. Since 1929, enrollment has
increased from 600 to 1500," with the number of faculty
rising from 35 to 124. On the financial side, the endowment has grown from $912, 918 to n ear ly $27 million.
Thi s, in turn , has made possibl e a five-fold increase
in faculty salaries , a 314% rise in the number of
volumes in the libraries and a spectacular increase
in financial aid from $11, 834 to $998, 000.
Yet despite this past growth, as the costs of higher
education continue to mount , fund-raising today is
more important than ever before. To meet current
needs , the college relies on tuition income, income
from the endowment, and the annual giving drive. For
this academic year, the annual giving campaign is
expected to supply about $600 , 000 for current needs
in a budget of abou t $7 million. This figure is up

from $400 , 000 last year , and $300 , 000 the year .
before that. The campaign organizations which are
overseen by Director Frank Stephenson, incl u de the
Trustee Chairman of the Annual Fund, the Alumni
Fund Committee of the Alumni Council , and the Parents Fund Committee as well as special gift subcommittees of each group. The campaign itself gets into
full gear in late November , when the College sends
out to prospective donors the Colby College Engagement Calendar for the following year . After this time,
the various committees ac tively solicit among their
constituencies, with the special gift committees appealing especially to those capable of donating large
gifts . The peak times of the drive are in December,
when the tax situation is most favorable , and in May ,
jus t before commencement.
A conti nuing source of funds for the endowment is
the "deferred giving" program. This program , which
has acquired some major gifts for the college, attempts to persuade potential benefac tors to write
Colby into their wills. Another similar option is the
life - income and annuity program. Under this plan
a donor gives an amount to the college, which pays
him an income on it while he lives but keeps the princip al after he dies.
In addition to fund-raising designed to meet current
operating needs, the College embarked in 1969 on a

same arguements will have to be repeated. The
E. I. C. hearings at Searsport went on for weeks ,
were expensive, ancl produced volumes of evidence
as to what oil could do to the coast. The arguments,
have been repeated at Long Island in Casco Bay, at
South Portland , and at Tiverton ,' R. I. An 842- page
document was the result of Sen. Muskie 's hearings
at Machias which also produced substan tial evidence ,
the bulk of which did not justify oil on the coast at the
the present time. There has not been a big breakthrough in the methods of handling oil spills , guiding
supertankers through fog (especially in areas where
18-24 foot tides predominate) sinc e the EIC turned
down the Searsport project on environmental grounds
unds . (ed.'s n o t e . . . the "OILEVATOR , " described
in tlie last week's ECHO appears to be a new breakthrough in the methods of removing oil spills, )
ECO
Oil A gain ? (compliments of the NRC)
As tlie state of Maine appears to bo about to undergo another oil proposal — this time with the stage set
at Eastport— a lot of questions are being asked.
The issue , of course , is complex. One can readily
argue that some job s would be brought in by a refinery. And for a town such as Eastport where this
would be the firs t proposal of any substance in ten
years , it is tempting to Ignore the possibility of oil
spills and refinery pollution spelling disaster of tho
fishing of the area,
The anti-oil forces are wondering how often the
IMSBHffiTTIOJIRtSS Con 'I f rom pa. 5
an undeclared war), we say thnt this mutter of amnesty
and mutual pardon should -b o an important element in
the discussion of the winding down of the war to be
debated and resolved along with ' other issues. In any
event , that which we propose should bo clone, at the
latest, shortly afte r an armistice In Vietnam , whether
that be proclaimed or de-facto.
Surely n republic which granted amnesty after the
Civil War to soldiers who fough t In rebellion against
it will want to do no loss for those mon whoso offense
has been only that thoy refused to fight in an undeclared
and unpopular war , thousands of miles from our own
shores. Wi th that precedent , and for this far lesser
offense , suroly wo shall wont to act more promptly.
The young man oC whom wo hav e spokon hero aro
not the only victims of this war, nor hnvo thoy carried
tho heaviest burden. Tho government has been shamefully negligent of tho returned veteran. Tho veterans

Delaware recently passed legislation protecting
its coas tline from heavy industrial development ,
recognizing the coast as the most critical area of tlie
state. In places , this coastal protective strip extends inland over the wetlands for a distance of 5
miles. Specifically the bill bans such industries as
oil refineries , steel manufacturing plants , celluloslc pulp paper mills , and chemical plants as well
as off shore bulk transfer facilities. Other manufac turing interests must apply for a permit from the
State Planner and tlie State Coastal Zone Industrial
Control Board (10 members) . Light industries
such as garment fac tories , automobile assembly
should have) every needed assistance in education ,
employment, health , and housing. Men who were
maimed and crippled,need to have every care and
attention science and ' compassion can provide. And -..
the children of thoso who died or who have been too
badly hurt to look after thorn fully , should bo able to
grow wi th educational and health and lionising supports
belonging.to their fa thers .
Wo address this petition to Congress , in the hope
and expectation that It will act; to the President, with
similar hope and expectation) to those who aspire to
be President , with conviction that horo is a good
cause for courageous statesmanship; to the public
In the belief that It will wailt to restore unity among
us all; and to the young men whose lives have been
dominated by this -war, In confidence that they,
wherovor they aro, are already concerned with the
making of a better America,

five-year campaign to raise $6. 7 million to make
the capital improvements outlined in the Plan for
Colby. The objectives of the Plan for Colby are, according 1 to President Strider , now somewhat in a state
of flux. Most goals will hot be modified , ¦:such as , the
Bixler Center theater, the infirmary , and the addition
to the endowment. Other parts of the plan, especially
the dormitories in back of Roberts Union as well as
the proposed Spa-Bookstore-Post Office building, are
currently being re-evaluated. As of this date some
$4. 4 million in mostly unrestricted gifts and pledges
has been received.' As for the remaining $2. 3 million,
the college is now relying on the cultivation of foundations and individuals capable of making major gifts.
Like the annual fund drive, Plan for Colby is a
team effort. The drive is directed by the Campaign
Steering Committee of:the Board of Trustees , with
President Emeritus J. Seelye Bixler its National
Chairman. Yet the Trustees are by no means the only,
people involved. Two years ago , the alumni in major
cities were mobilized for a short, intensive, and
successful campaign. Many of . th e colleg e 's "friends "
organizations - the Friends of Art , the Colby Music
Associates, the Library Associates , and the Ins titute
of Maine Industry , have recently devoted their energies
to this cause. When it was discovered , for instance, ¦
that the architect' s plan for the addition to the Bixler
Center cost $3000 , 000 more than anticipated , the
Friends of Art got together an exhibition, put out
a booklet and brochure, and within a few months
raised the necessary amount. Finally, in working on
the foundations and large donors , the labors of Mr.
Edward H. Turner , Vice President for Development
and President Strider are invaluable.
The future prospects of the fund-raising team are
uncertain. In view of the increasing needs of the
college as well as constantly rising costs , more money
is needed every year; and the competition for philanthropic funds has at least temporarily stiffened in
these recessionary times. Moreover , further tuition
increases are unlikely, not only because a large part
of the tuition increase must be given back to the student in the form of increased financial aid , but because
the college may not wish to price itself out of its present "market" of students. Yet there are grounds for
hope. Despite the recession , the alumni and friends
of the College have remained loyal. Experiments like
deferred tuition , now being tested at other institutions
may eventually work well here. Finally, if there is
a change in national administration following the 1972
elections , it is quite possible that the Federal Government will give more than merely token assistance to
private colleges , and thereby substantially ease the
financial squeeze now gripping these institutions.
plants, and jewelry and leather goods would be acceptable.
Two industries were immediately affected— a
proposed $100 million refinery by Shell Oil Co. , ancl
the construction of a 300-acre island for the storage
of coal by the.Zapta Norness , Inc.
The governor, in signing the legislation felt
that heavy industry was incompatible with recreation
on the coas t, and that their performance controls
were not a sufficient safeguard. Moreover , light
industry would be encouraged by the enhanced quality of the environment.
This law is more comprehensive in its applications
to the coast than Maine 's site location law which
requires a test of each proj ect indi vidually. - There
are a lot of factors but, Delaware ' s example should
be given careful consideration.
•
ECO (from the NBC Bulletin)
The 2000-mile Appalachian Mountain Scenic Trail
hasbeon made official by its entry in the Federal
Register on October 9, 1971. The states Involved , from
Maine to Georgia , have two years to make any milnor '
adjustments in the Trail, The relocation of a part
of the Trail , on Mt. Bigelow, was opened recently,
and on one of thoso clear fall days when the trees
were at their peak , a group of enthusiastic hikers
wore invited to mark the occasion by climbing the now
section , which has seon many hours put into construction and blazing,

KENNETH B , CLARK , Professor of Social Psychology , Cily University of Ne w York , President ,
Mctropolitnn Applied Research Center ,
ROBERT COLES, psychiatrist , Hnrvnrd Universit y; author,
LESLIE DUNBAR , Executive Director , The Field Foundation ,
ERIK II, BRIKSON , psychoanalyst nnd author ,
WILLARDGAYLIN , Professor of Psychiatry and Law , Columbia University
ERNEST GRUEN1NG , former U ,S, Senator fro m Alaska,
M, CARLIIOLMAN
JAMES M, LAWSON , JR „ Executive Board , Committee of Southern Churchmen ; Director
I nslilule for Nonviolent Action , Atla nta ,
BANJAM1N F., MAYS , Preside nt , Bonn! of Education , Atln ntn , Georgia , President I'.merilus ,
Moreho use College,
CHARLES MORGAN , JR. , Souther n Regional Director , A merican Civil Liberties Union
CHARLES 0, PORTER , for mer U, S. Congressman from Oregon, Chnlrmn n , N ntionnl Committee
for A mnesty Now,
JOSEPH L, RAUJl , JR „ attorney, Counsel, LeMtorshlp Conference on Civil Rights ,
MILTON J, E, SENN , Sterlin g Professor Emeritus of Pediatrics and Psychiatry, Yale University
CHARLES 12, SILBERMAN , author ,
RAYMOND M, WllEELUR , physician; President , Souther n Regional Council,
ANDREW J, YOUNG , Chairman , llumnn Relations Commission , City of Athla ntn ; former
Direc tor, Souther n Clirlstlnn Leadershi p Conference ,
(Titles for Identificatio n only,)
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Colonel Harris: "pleased... "

by Deborah Christensen
Student Government brought the A FROTC issue to
a head last Monday night by voting to reverse its
motion of May 19, 1970 , and to support the presence
of AFROTC on campusT The impetus behind the change
is the new draft law which abolishes student deferments .
Alan Blanker made the following motion: moved that
due to the change in the draft law, the Student Government
of Colby College reverse its motion of May 19, 1970
and support the presence of A FROTC on campus. A
roll call vote yielded a 15 to 10 margin in favor of the
motion with three abstentions.
An informal poll of the predominantly freshman
male dorms indicated that most freshmen favored a
change in Student Government's stand against ROTC.
Representatives from Marriner and Phi Delta Theta
also reported support for the change by their constituents
About eight freshmen, were present at the meeting to
voice their opinions in favor of the change. Pres.
Charlie Hogan indicated that between fifty and sixty
students had been to the ROTC office to obtain informa tion about the program since the new draft law was
passed by Congress. [When contacted later for his
reactions to the Stu-G vote, -Colonel Harris indicated
that he-was , of course, pleased. The Stu-G vote was ,
he thought, "consistent with a.changedatmosphere on
campus this year. (The vote) can only help keep ROTC
at Colby. "]
After the initial vote, David Swardlick move to
modify Stu-G' s reversed position by defining Student
Government' s support as "support of ROTC as an
extra-curricular activity. " ' Extensive debate followed ,
in which it was pointed out that ROTC had already made
it clear that it would leave Colby if its academic

status were revoked. The motion was'defeated by a
vote of 10 to 13.
Bill Rouhana moved that all physical education
courses be granted three credit hours per semester.
Pat Lynch moved that physical education courses
not be compulsory, and the two motions were subsequen tly combined. Verbal chaos broke out, albeit
within the dubious limitations of Robert's Rules of
Order. Although Rouhanainsisted that his motion
was sincere, he indicated that since ROTC courses
were given academic credit, physical education courses
should be given credit as well. Lynch backed up Rouhana by saying that physical education should not
be compulsory because ROTC is not compulsory. A
tie vote was broken by Pres. Hogan who voted against
the motion. Upon demand for a recount, however, t
the motion was passed 10 to 9.
Although the issue in question is essentially a
valid one, the circumstances under which the motion
was made and subsequently passed reflect poorl y on
Student Government' s responsibility towards those
it represents. At one point the meeting seemed more
like a slaps tick comedy try-out for second-rate comedians. It is hoped that those who mus t assess the
consequences of Student Government' s actions will
disregard the Agnew antics of those representatives
who seem to think that Student Government is a r e served parking lot for their own personal bandwagons.
Student Government voted to allocate as much money as necessary to be offered as a reward for information leading to the capture of the person responsible
for the death of Kathy Murphy. The City of Waterville will also put up a share of the reward money,
and the reward will be offered jointly by the city and
Colby College.

rough &
readv
by Jeff Pau l

J
There are too many hew albums. That's all there
is to it. Too many, so that one person could not possibl
listen to everything he might enjoy. Fortunately , not
all great talent is hidden on obscure labels. Jeff Beck
is such a talent.
Jeff Beck - didn 't he used to play with the Yardbirds
and Rod Stewart? Yes ancl no. Yes , Beck has often been
cited as one of three great guitarists that the Yardbirds
boasted , but Beck did not play with Stewart - Stewart
sang FOR the Jeff Beck Group for two years. Beck
was an overpowering performer and if there were any
drawbacks to his live performances it was Stewart's
antics with groupies at ringside, as I was witness to
at the old Boston Tea Part y some three years ago.
• But Jeff Beck has been a name from the past and
silent for about two -years. A lot can happen to a human
being in two years , especially when you 're accustomed
to recording and performing constantly. Beck is a car
enthusiast and his love for fast cars almost cost him
his life two years ago. Since then he has been inactive
as far as the masses were concerned.
, But wait, here 's a new albu m, "Rough and Ready ".
The album is very characteristic.of Beck and his style ,
from cover to the music that waits within , The jacket
is all in black and white wi th very frank and undoctored
photographs of the new quintet.
Beck was never up-staged by Stewart but he seems
to have learned from tlie past in forming this new
group. All the musicians are from the Detroit area
and Beck spent a long time looking for the right combination. After listening to "Rough and Ready, " it is
evident that he has succeeded.
'
This is not "Beck-O-la " with heavy repetitive rhythms
or cover versions of old rock standards. A Jot has
gone through Beck's head the past two years and part
of it is on this new lp, Critics have always pointed to
Beck as a master of gimmicks on the guitar. Well on
this album you'll find few gimmicks and a lot of superb
guitar playing. All songs were written by Bock, sung
by Bob Tench , with Coxy Powell on drums , Clive
Cliaman on bass and truly incredibl e keyboards by one
Max Middloton.
This is an exciting rock album , but it also shows
a subtlety that is quite unique in an era of electric
music. There are many standout tracks here, but
emerging somewhat like "Girl from Mill Valley " on
Bock-O-La Is "Raynos Park Blues ". Certainly not
a blues In tho traditional sense, nevertheless this
eight minute instrumental oozes with feeling provided
by Middleton ' s oloctrio piano , Powell' s drumming
and Beck's unique guitar style. This seems to be
Bock' s musical statement of his near fatal accident
or possibly his own career. The song weaves th rough
various rhythms toward extinction , but just when you
think it' s ovor the band comes back and picks up tho
tempo. Truly a haunting piece.
Jeff ,Beok returns on "ROUGH and REA DY " on
Epio Records .

boobsal ot

by Greg Boardman .
I think the Holy Modal Rounders would have been
very flattered to havo heard the Hit ' s little gem of
perception. Strange concert, good danco , fine time.
Con Fullam ' s band played very well, with tight vocals ,
well-played leads , nnd minimal showing-off. Luckily
for everyone, Con kept his tonder-heartocl-sicle contained to a few short numbers , and then let us have It
with some great rocking numbers for the remainder.
Wliile tho band ' s effort was a bit tiring to watch , ancl
their grand finale too hokoy, their enthusiasm had
enough contagion to make most lose thoir self-consciousness and enjoy themselves.
Tho Rounders
I' ve never seen a band fare so well under such adverse conditions -- somehow no one' really cared that
the mikes either weren 't loud onough or didn 't work ,
making mos t of tho vocals and fiddling Inaudible , or
that the mandolin refused to bo tuned , or that thoy
didn 't always begin a song together , or that thoy played

some bad songs , or that Peter Stampfol didn 't show
up. The band didn 't seem to mind , and I don 't think
anyone else did , either. The Rounders , comprising
a jolly old rockin ' horn-tooter , a slithering, mad bass
guitarist , a wasted , old time/good timo fiddling mandolin guitar player, a neanderthal drummer , a jukejoint-cocktail pianist , a stringy, stomping frustrated
boogying rhyth m guitar player plus a couple of kookyexotic groupies , provided Runnals Union with somo
of tho best waltzes , ballads , and stompers ltj has over
danced to.
Events like this provide a welcome change from tho
old pop -stars-at-Wadsworth routine , where the assumed
vastness and anticipation inherent in this typo of activity often results in a stuffy anti-climax. Student
Government would do well to plan more of those concerts , using more good American talent you could only
hoar in thoi r home towns. If they can bo got , and -If
they can bo hoard under tho same relaxed conditions
wo hoard tho Roj mdovs last Sunday night, well,..,,

There will be an auction of all
kinds of neat stuff in the Spa on Sunday, November, 14/ at nine p. m.,
with all proceeds going to the Open
Door Fund, a scholarship set up
specifically to aid minority students
at Colby. Famed auctioneer, raconteur, bori-vivant, man of the world,
and all-around nice guy Gary Newtonwill be the master of ceremonies.
You have no choice but to be there.
Even better , you could donate merchandise to be sold at the aucti on.
Contact Dash Criegler on second
floor Coburn, or bring he, she, or
it to the auction . It's for a good cause
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The most
Meanin gful Semester
you 'll ever spend...
could be the one on
World Cam pus Afloat
Sailing Feb. 1972 to Africa and the Orient
Through a transfer format , more than 5,'00O
students from 450 campuses- have participated
for a semester in this unique program in international education.
WCA will broaden your horizons, literally and
figuratively ... and give you a better chance to
make it—meaningfully—in this changing world.
You'll study at sea with an experienced cosmopolitan faculty, and then during port stops
you'll study the world itself. You 'll discover tha t
no matter how foreign and far-awa y, you have a
lot in common with people of other lands.
WCA isn't as expensive as you might think;
we 've done our best to bring it within reach of
¦ most college students, Write today for free
details.
TEACHERS: Summer travel with credit for teachers and administrators.
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I_.ffl9i9 Write Today to:
Vjj alg N Chapman College ,
VsSB!^ Box CC2B , Orange, California 92666
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MR. BIG is featurin g
BEER ON TAP
BUDWEISER &

MICHELOB
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New England Music Co. of Portland
at 145A Main St., Waterv ille

WE

•
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•
•

ARE MAINE'S LEADING HIGH FIDELITY
DEALER AND ARE REPS. FOR SUCH FINE
COMPONENT MANUFACTURERS AS:

KLH
Advent
Scott
Shure
AR , Inc.
Wollensa k
Dyna
Sherwoo d
AKG

Mcintosh
Sansui
Dual
TDK
• BASF
• Thorens
• Garrard
• Sony
• TEAC

•
O
•
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M onday- Saturday 10-5
•?• ' Friday 10-9

•<. come In and see us.
•' .___ Tel. 872-5754

The first state-wide Women s Liberation conference will take place at the Winter Street
Church in Bath, Saturday, Nov. 20. It is open
to all women who are interested in or merely
curious about Women's Liberation.
The conference, entitled "Maine Women Out
from Under," will run from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
A highlight will be a documentary film, "Growing Up Female, as six become one," by Julia
Reichert and James Klein. The film studies
the socialization of American women by focusing on the lives of six women, aged four through
35.
During the conference, women may participate in a variety of workshops such as women
and their bodies, radical feminism, living with
men, and problems of low-income women.
Members of a consciousness-raising group
from the Bath-Brunswick area are organizing
the conference to give women throughout the
state the opportunity to meet together. They
feel it is especially important for college women
to become aware of Women's Liberation. One
of the organizers said, "Many women go through
college with no awareness of sexual discrimination until they reach the job market and can
find only secretarial jobs . Or, they make romantic plans for marriage with no idea of the confining roles that society demands of women."
Men will provide free day care for children.
Women are advised to bring their own lunches.
There will be a registration fee of $2, but women
who cannot afford that do not have to pay.

The Paris-American Academy, founded , seven
years ago by its director Richard Roy, now
forms an important part of the Parisian Cultural life. The school curriculum embraces all
of the fine arts...French language....Painting....
Music.....Art History.....Sculpture....Dance.... .
Theatre..... Photography. ....Cuisine.....Cinema.
The campus of the Paris American Academy
is Paris, with a faculty of renowned artist/
Professors living in Paris along with visiting
instructors from America. Emphasis is placed
on an active parti cipation with a minimum amount of theory . The French Dept. stresses
conversation for communication in this language
coupled with a clear perspective on the here and
now in literature. The Art History Dept. is so
designed whereby lecture/demonstrations are
given at the sites of artistic interest by professors from Ecole du Louvre and Monuments
Historiques. The Academy also arranges meetings in the homes or studios of eminent artists
in all fields living in Paris for informal discussions on their works in progress. In all the Performing Arts courses, such as MUSIC, PAINTING , THEATRE , DANCE, ETC., there is very
little "talking about" the subject as accent is
placed on the actual doing in workshops-and
experimental forms.
The courses of study are'given in English
except for those majoring in French. Schedules
are decided upon by the individual participant
choosing subjects according to his interest. %
Credits are transferable and courses may also
be taken for non-credit. There is no age limit.
For more information , write: Paris American
Academy, 9 Rue des Ursulines,' Paris, 5, France.

Is Peace Corps
a wci] fto
Conscious ness III?

as suggested by Charles Reich But what we can promise to every
in "The Greening of America " Peace Corps Volunteer is a demanding, fully absorbing, two-year Job of
helping people help themselves In
Empathetic. Individually expressive, one of the developing countries of
One-to-one, Non-organizational. , . , the world. We can also promise an
'
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of Consciousness III which Mr. Reich S^ ®^
reach
beyond
yourself
'
ascribes to a growing number of to- '
day's younger generation. Joining The rest Is" up to you. Send In the "
the Peace Corps,, according to him, coupon.
¦
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is one of the ways of breaking out of r
peace
corps
.
the mold of the more conventional I
Consciousness I and Consciousness II. I Washington, D.c. 20525
| Tell me more about me and the Peace
It will no doubt remain for history to j Corps.
;
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Bowdoin College Presents the Masque and
Gown Production of Shakespeare's King
John. Admission is $1.50; reservations may
be placed by phoning 725-8731, ext 375.
Show time is 8:15 tonight , Saturday night
and Sunday night at the Pickard Theater on
the Bowdoin Campus.
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November 12 - 12:20 p.m. - Friday Noonday
| Recital - Tibor Yusti, Artist-in-residence, I playing Chopin etudes for piano - Given Aud
[ 7:30 p.m. - Poetry Reading - Gary Snyder,
j poet - Sponsored by Colby Domes - Given
i Aud
8:00 p.m. - Drama - In Circles - Powder and
Wig - Waterville Opera House
November 13 - 7:30 p.m. - Square Dance - Outing Club - Runnals Union
8:00 p.m. - Drama - In Circles - Powder and
wig - Waterville Opera House
November 14 - 7:00 p.m. - WMHB station-member meeting - Smith Room - Roberts Union
7:30 p.m. - Film Direction - The Loves of
Isadora - (starring Vanessa Redgrave) Lovejoy Auditorium - Admission charged
- Concert - Lecture - An Evening with
Baldassare Galuppi (18th century Italian
Composer) - Given Auditorium
November 15 - 7:30 p.m. - Meeting - Phi Sigma
Iota - Home of Prof. Smith
November 16 - Informal Session (3rd of 4) on
Basic computer language - Keyes 105
6:30 p.m. - Break-up dinner - Football Smith Room - Roberts
November 17-8:00 p.m. - Concert - Glee Club
Lorimer Chapel
9:30 p.m. - Introductory lecture - Transcendental Meditation (SIMS) - Jon Miller '73
Lovejoy Auditorium
November 18 - 6:00 p.m. - Informal Session
November 18 - 6:00 p.m. - Break-up dinner Cross Country • Whitney Room
6:30 p.m. - Informal Session (last of 4) on
Keyes 205
Basic computer language ¦
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Student members of the Sociology
steering committe are: Michael Havey, Sheila Marks, Vivian Coles
(seniors) Jim Gavriel, Jill Jones ,
(Juniors) Lesley Heap, Debbie Marden, Beth Roberts (sophomores). The
Committee exists to present any
problems, major questions , gripes
etc. that Sociology majors might
have concerning the department to the
the professors . It is a mean s of
facilitating communication between
students and professors.
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John E. Edmondson

The Outing Club will be sponsoring a square
dance November 13th at 7:30 P.M. in Runnals
Union. Admission will be $.50 for all. Free
refreshments (donuts and cider) and a real-live
caller.
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Office Hours: 9-5 M-F—9-12 Saturday
Fabricating with only the

Finest American Made Products
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The college is at present instituting, on a trial basis , bus
service between points on campus and the downtown area. The bus ,
a blue Volkswagen with a white roof , will stop at various points
on campus on the half hour between 4:30 and 10:30 P. M. The route
will begin at Roberts Union , go to the fieldhouse, the corner between Averill and the new dorms , and the light pole between
Mary Low and Foss. Intracampus travel will be real good for free,
The bus will then take students -to the concourse (near BBC's),
and remain there until the hour when it will stop at the Colby
c orner an d r eturn to campus , maki ng th e same intracam pus stop
as before. The last return trip will be at 11 p. rn. There is a ten
cent fare each way (cheaper than the MTC), Students will be required to show their Colby ID'S when they board the bus. This
service is on a trial basis , and its continuation beyond Thanksgiving will depend on student response.
Th e deans stron gly request th at stu dents mak e use of thi s bus
servic e as long as the investigation into the murder of Kathy
Murphy continues. Students are further urged not to walk alone
on or off campus at night. Any questions concerning the bus
service should be directed to John Zacamy, Director of Student
Ac tivities .
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Waterville, Maine 04901

People interested in a sophmore Nature of
Man cluster The program is envisioned to be an outgrowth of both the "Nature of Man" and
"Man and Society " Center programs, but
people previously unassociated with the Center for Coordinated Studies are invited.
Tentative program outline includes Psychology, Sociology, and an Education course
with emphasis on the field experience. The
coordinating session will be an integral part of
this program.
These are only proposed programs. Additions and/or suggestions are welcome, and
an organizational meeting will be announced
in the near future.
The people to contac . are Peter Amato
(Woodman), Linda Cooper (Foss).
If you are interested in organizing and work
ing at a coffee house in Mary Low basement,
contact Vic Christiansen or Peter Amato in
Woodman.

bluebus service
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Bob Diamond
TDP wins championship.
Tau Delt , a second half football team all year , pulled another
game out in the late stages, 2719 over LCA. In a very physical
game, LCA held a distinct edge
over the Tau 's for the entire
first half and par t of the second ,
before four straight "roughing "
penalties led to Tau Delts go
ahead touchdown.
Tau Delta opened the scoring
the first time they had the ball ,
marching the length of the field
to score on a Fornier pass to lead
6-0. On the ensuing kickoff , however, Jay Philoon found a gaping
hole in the left side of the Tau
Delt defense and went 60 yards
for the score. The extra point
failed and the score stood at 6-6.
The renowned LCA defense promptly stopped Tau Del t and got
the ball back with five minutes
remaining in the half. The Lamba
Chi's showed perfect execution
of the power sweep, as Spike
Lapenna was led around the corner by Bob Pike , Jay Philoon and
Jerry Buckley. Th ey mvo ed the
length of the field finally scoring
on a flare to Bruce Smith. The
extra point was good on a
phenomenal catch by Jay Philoon , an d the Ch i 's led 13-6 at
half .
Tau Delt came back strong in
the second half scoring on an
option pass from Carr to
Fornier to Carr. The second
touch down was aided by four
strai ght roughing penalties against
LCA, putting the ball on the two
yar d line, T i me ran out on the
Chi' s here , as the game ended
with Lam ba Chi in control on
the TDP 1 0 yd. line. Final score
27-19. Fornier an d Carr looked
great for TDP again , ancl should
b e sure all stars , as well as Lampenna and Pike from the LCA
squad. Paul McGurrcn also played
a great game at end for LCA.
TDP 8-0
Final records:
LCA 7-1

Mules sink
Floaters 17*8
by Mike Szostak
Many years ago , somewhere in
the back woods between Lewiston
and Waterville , the presidents of
Bates and Colby must have signed a clandestine pact agreeing to
promote agonizing, f rustrat in g ,
and spirited athletic contests between the two schools. This has
to be the case, Whenever Colby
and Bates tangle in any kind of
athletic competion , percentages ,
recor d s, probabilities , and logic
abandon the field of combat to
the bizarre and the unexpected.
Such was the situation last Saturday as Colby handed Bates its
2!s t consecutiv e defeat 1 7-8.
Colby 's fabled aerial attack
which has peppered opposing defenses al l y ear n ev er got of f th e
ground last week. The Bates pass
rush put enough pressure on
quarterback Brian Cone to make
him hurry his throws. The Bobcat
defensive secondary also had the
Mule receiving corps fairly well
covered throughout the afternoon.
The Mu le's fai lrue to move
the ball through the air did not
bother Peter Gorniewicz, He
carried the ball 39 times en
route to settin g a new single game
rushin g record of 207 yards.
Gorniewicz is the first Col by
runn ing back to crack the 200
yar d mark in one game , Peter 's
longest run came at the end of the
the third quarter when he ripped
off 47 yar ds. Two plays later he

scored the winning touchdown.
Paul Coleman , Peter Card ,
Andy Campbell , and David
Graves anchored the Colby defense...Bates ran well up the
middle with Ira Waldman doing
most of the work. Most teams
this season have not been able to
d o t his anc l h ave res orte d to the
sweep which was highly successfu l. Last week the Mule defense
stuffed the wide run and as a result limited the Bobcats to 83
yards rushing. It could only have
happened against Bates!
Mistakes on bo th si des marr e d
the ent ire game. Cone had one
p ass i nterce p te d when a b om b to
Lane was slightly off the mark.
Th e Mu l es ifu m bl cd twice b ut
fortunatel y recovered both. Penalties cost Colby 55 yards,
Bat es' players had trouble handling the ball all day. The center
ma de severa l poor snaps, They
fum b le d four times w i th Colb y
recoverin g twice. Kevin Mayo
intcrdepted a Dave Dysenchuk
pass in the second quarter.
Q UICK KICKS
Col b y gained
259 yards on the ground . Credit
to the offens ive line , Don Jose p h
and Gorniewicz
Woul d you
believe 19 yards through the
a i r? Maine Maritime inva d es
Seaverns Fiel d tomorrow. The
Mules "coul d wind up with a .500
season. Mr , Winkin summed up the
Bates game in the only way possible. "It was a typical ColbyBates game ,"

by R.E.L.S.
It si appropriate to say something about Colby fund-raising on
the "Mule Kicks" p a ge, and I appreciate being asked to do so.
Fund-raising does involve team effort , and sometimes one of us
on this team, after a dispiriting and unsuccessful effort of several
days in New York or elsewhere, docs feel as if he has been kicked
by a mule or two. But one also has the occasional exhilaration of
something comparable to catching a pass in the end zone, hitting
a grand slam home run , or racing down the ice to an unassisted
goal .
Yet everyone should know that none of these apparently individual achievements in athletics would be possible were it not for
the team behind the individual: good coaching, good blocking,
detailed planning, careful timing and strategy , and all the other
ingredients of successful execution of a scoring play,
AH of this is true of fund-raising in a college. Nothing is
likely to happen by accident. That Ford Foundation grant in Z962
of SI ,800,000. in return for which Colby agreed to raise twice that
amount in three years, and more than did , was no accident. Neither
have been th-j gifts that have brought us the Lorimcr Chapel; the
Miller Library ; the Given Auditorium; The Tremendous achievements of the Friends of Art; the Ziskind Endowment for Far Eastern
Studies; the Dana grants for scholarshi ps, professorshi ps, and com-,
plclion of Dana Hall and the Field House; the Dunavay Squash
Courts; the Countway Sabbatical Endowment; the Bixler Scholarship program; the Gannett and Southward Lectureships or th.
Winthro p Smith Visiting Scholar Program; or any of a hundred
other significant gifts to Colby over tch many years , Others arc
hoped for and being planned for. A new season is under way, there
is a team alread y working and planning and actively engaged on the
field.
The quarterback of this team , if the football metaphor is reasonably apposite , is Vice President for Development Edward IT. Turner.
He happens to be a fine swimmer in real life but , on the hypothetical
football field , a great broken -field runner as well as mastermind ,
No one in any college I know is better at it, The captain , I suppose,
is the President , who does what the quarterback assigns him to do running, passing, blocking, tackling catching a pass, and even occasionall y zigzagging about the try ing to stay in bounds . Once in a while he
even has an idea of his own. But behind all this effort there is a team
which draws on Mr. 'Primer's own development staff , the trustees,
the administrative staff , the faculty, tho alumni , parents , students ,
and friends ,
U is characteristic of Colby's history to have taken risks and to
have /limed at the impossible, We are still doing so, nnd I nm optimistic
enough to think wc will make every goal we set and keep the sights
high , with continuing improvement in faculty salaries and financial aid ,
and now and then a new physical facility , There is nothing in Colb y 's
fascinating history of continual success against , at times, overwhelming
odds, to suggest the impossiblity, as President Franklin Johnson once
put it , ili.it "Anything that needs to bo done can be done."
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To the Editor:
The twenty-sixth amendment is in the process of being
totally undermined by those forces in the country which
fear and oppose the new addition of voters which it represents
Events now indicate that the young and the poor may be
entirely eliminated from the nominating process of America's
major political parties.
. '
While a great many legal problems still remain in opening
up the Republican nominating convention to greater popular
participation , it had been assumed in the past that the reforms
of the McGovern Commission would mean greater access to
the Democratic party . This now appears less and less likely .
The rejection of Sen. Harold Hughes for temporary chairman
of the credentials committee by the party professionals in a
clear indication that they would rather avoid enforcement of
the new nominating rules. In addition , the Democratic Party
has instituted a loyalty oath requiring potential delegates to
pledge support to the party 's nominee before the balloting
and regardless of whom the candidate may be. Many observers believe this provision is intended to keep left-leaning
delegates out of the convention.

Furthermore, much of the delegation selection process
takes place in February and early March and few students
are yet organized to make their numbers felt in that process.
The su m r esult of thi s f act and th e rec ent change s of p olicy
in both major parties threaten to deny young people that
access to democratic politics which the twenty-sixth amendment seemed to open up.
For this reason, ASG is sponsoring the Emergency Conference for New Voters, December 3-5, at Loyola University in Chicago. This will be the last gathering of the student
community prior to the time when the delegate selection
processes begin across the nation for the 1972 conventions.
This is our opportunity to energize students to return to
their campuses and prepare for the delegate selections.
It is our hope that you will attend the conference in
Chicago, and that you will help us spread the word about
this very important and essential meeting of students from
around the country. Enclosed is a press release for your
campus newspaper - we will be sending these to you regularly for the next month to facilitate the task of informing
your campus of the events of the conference.
Please assist us in this serious effort to involve the nation 's
young people in the total electoral process. We will appreciate
your help and look forwar d to seeing you in Chicago in
December .
In peace ,
Diane Draper
President - Assoc, of
Student Governments
2000 'P' Street N.W.
Washington , D.C. 20036
To the Editor , „
Linda Jenness, the Socialist Workers Party 1972 candidate
for President, has been conducting an extensive national campaign tour , with meetings on campuses all over the country.
On Saturday night , October 2, Jenness was scheduled to
debate Senator George McGovern at the Madison campus of
the University of Wisconsin. The debate had been jointly
arrange d by the Madison chapters of Youth for McGovern
and Young Socialists for Jenness and Pulley . However , when
McGovern was questioned by news reporters about plans for
the debate , he had only two words: "I decline. "
After he spoke at the campu s on October 2, McGovern
was asked from the floor why he had refused to debate
Jenness. Me replied to the 1,000 persons present , "I understand that Linda Jenness is the nominee of your party, but
I don 't yet have the nomination of my party, so it wouldn 't
be appropriate."
Several days later , James Campbell , a reporter from the
Chicago Sun Times, contacted McGovern 's Washington
campaign office. In the October 15 Sun Times Campbell
wrote , "....McGovern campaign officials in Washington didn 't
know what to say. One campaign boss....said Mrs. Jenness
was a 'kook and a Trotskyite. "'
Name calling is no substitute for open , honest debate.
McGovern should realize that there are thousands of young
people today who do nto automatically accept the notion
that the Democratic and Republican parties arc the only
choice , and will view with suspicion any candidate who
seeks to avoid a debate , regardless of the excuse.
It is in the interests of every voter - Democrat , Republican or socialist - that such debates take place , Voters have
tho right to hear all points of view - including the socialist
one - in open , democratic discussions. McGovern ancl all the
other Democratic and Republican candidates must be convinced that this is what young people want.
Sincerely,
Cindy Jaquith
National Coordinator ,
Young Socialists for
Jenness and Pulley
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